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Central Iowa Paddlers 
Volume 11 Issue 1            April 2007 
 
This newsletter is a publication of the Central Iowa Paddlers, an informal group of 
paddlesport enthusiasts.  The mission of the club is to share information, promote 
recreation opportunities and paddlesport safety, and encourage care of our aquatic 
resources.  The group includes new and experienced paddlers with canoes and 
kayaks of all kinds.  Visit us on www.paddleiowa.org and pass the word! 
 

MEANDERINGS 
 

Paddling is for the birds!  Looking back at the past year and the first quarter of this year, I 
realize how many of the emails I received from fellow paddlers dealt with birds.  Last year a 
hot topic was the correct protocol for eagle watching on the Des Moines River.  One of our 
paddlers received a dressing down by a shore-based birder for disturbing the eagles with his 
boat. Then, John Wenck alerted us as to how eagles can be poisoned by lead; a tragic 
problem not easily solved.  Later we were all stunned and amazed by the eagle story that 
received national attention (see the story in the Trip Report section).  While paddling Red 
Rock, a small band of CIP paddlers spotted an eagle hanging by a talon on a tree branch.  
The essence of the story is that they arranged for a DNR sharpshooter to liberate the eagle 
by shooting the branch loose with a musket.  This year, two bird incidents fascinated me.  
While paddling in the Everglades, I was awestruck by how a photographer in a kayak can 
capture the perfect picture of an osprey.  I can only describe the picture was showing you Jim 
Grace’s photo (see Everglades article below).  And last week I saw the oddest bird formation 
of my paddling career.  Paddling solo at Lake Rathbun, I looked up to see a perfect “V” of 
maybe 20 cormorants flying in formation while two white pelicans flew inside the “V”, flapping 
their wings half as often.  It was a stunning juxtaposition to see the black cormorants with 
their long necks stretched out flying like missiles while the large pelicans with their snowy 
white bodies and black wings seemed to be floating the thermals.  And how did such an 
unlikely group of birds form the perfect formation? 
 
Paddling is certainly a water based sport, but so much of what we see and do while paddling 
involves observing wildlife.  Birds are the most often seen wildlife since they are seemingly 
unfettered by gravity.  I’m pleased that our CIP members have done so much in the last year 
to support, protect … and enjoy our feathered friends.   –Steve Parrish, editor- 
 

"If you really like your heartbeat high, consider raising it with exercise, rather than with 
panic." – Lee Moyer, Sea Kayak Navigation Simplified, 2001 

REPORTS 

Governance: 
 

At the Feb. 22, 2007 meeting of the CIP board, the following officers were elected: 
President, Ray Knight, term expires 2010 
Secretary, Robin Fortney, term expires 2008 
Treasurer, Bob Johansen, term expires 2010 (recommitted) 
Membership, Lynn Aldridge, term expires 2009  
Newsletter coordination, John Holzmueller, term expires 2010 (recommitted) 
Web site, Rick Dietz, term expires 2008 
Trips, Bill Graham, term expires 2008 
Advocacy, Don Propst, term expires 2009 
At-large, Dick Howard, term expires 2009 (remainder of John Pearson’s term) 
 
Thanks to all our volunteer Board members, past and present!   
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Who You Gonna Call? by Rick Dietz 
 
Who do you call when you see people hurting the environment?  Don Probst and the North 
Raccoon Watershed organization have provided these numbers both on their website and on 
business cards for people to carry with them.   We encourage people to carry these numbers 
(below) and those that are relevant to where they're paddling:   

HOTLINE NUMBERS 
 Fish Kills--515-281-8694 
 Illegal Dumping--888-665-4887 
 Illegal ATV operation: 
 Polk: Jeff Swearinggin, 515-238-4849;     Kirby Bragg, 515-238-5006 
 Dallas: Craig Lonneman, 515-238-5005 
 Greene/Carrol: Dan Pauley, 515-370-0422 
 Sac/Calhoun: Dan Mork, 712-260-1016 
REPORT LITTERING & DUMPING 1-888-No Littr (665-4887)  
TURN IN POACHERS (TIP) 1-800-532-2020  
 
Mother Nature’s Friend by John Schneller – Keep Iowa Beautiful Board Member and Gerald F. 
Schnepf, Executive Director 

 
No one asked Michelle Peacock to do it!  She has taken it on as her own personal mission.  The 
“it” is the cleaning up of trash along Deer Creek Trail west of Interstate 35 near her home in 
Urbandale. The west side of Deer Creek is a flood plain and the east side is residential.  
Michelle has taken it upon herself to keep this section of Urbandale cleaner.  She tries at least 
once a week to pick up discarded trash from Hickman Road to her home.  
 

Michelle started in the spring of 1997.  Initially, the clean up included car parts, quarter panels, 
tires, batteries, barricades, real estate signs, and garage junk.  Fortunately, Urbandale Public 
Works hauled away the majority of these items.  When she started the project she picked up bags 
and bags of trash and now it is about a bag per week.  This reinforces the idea that the cleaner 
you keep area the less likely that people will litter that area.  

 

So much of the discarded trash is beer cans, but fast-food 
refuse and liquor bottles are also showing up. Comments from 
neighbors like Hanny Mason include, “You are an angel” from 
while others are mystified and apathetic.  One person wanted 
to know if she was working off her community service hours.  
 

Urbandale has put up “No Dumping” signs but yard waste still 
shows up, sometimes up to 2 – 3 feet high.  It is an unsightly 
mess for the neighborhood. Michelle jokingly refers this project 
as college homework.  “It needs to be done eventually, so 
tackle it now.  A beer bottle is easier to pick up today than a 
broken beer bottle tomorrow.”  
 

Kudos to Michelle Peacock!  For 10 years she has been quietly 
going about keeping her part of Iowa clean.  Michelle is an 
inspiration to all.  Find a project you like, adopt it, and stick to 
it.  Michelle says she appreciates the “thank you” but knows 
there are many, many Iowans doing the same or similar project 
without any glory or thanks.  

Micelle Peacock “On Her Rounds” 
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The Master Conservationist Program by Rick Dietz 
 
Below is the updated website for the Master Conservationist Program schedule: 
http://www.extension.iastate.edu/wildlife/MCP/MCPhome.html.  There are workshops this year in 
Calhoun, Hardin, Linn, Marshall and Tama, Story, and Woodbury Counties. 
 
The MCP is similar to Master Gardeners of which more people are familiar. Participants attend 
about 32 hours of training and are then required to complete 32 hours of volunteer work to 
complete the program. The volunteer hours could be on almost anything, probably including river 
clean-ups. Special projects designed by the participants are encouraged. 
 
Many Iowa paddlers have a conservation "bent"; well, this is perfect for them! I took the course 
several years ago along with Greg Vitale, and though I was already somewhat involved in a few 
of the things we learned about, I found it very educational and useful. And it allowed me to meet 
lots of interesting people - including the folks at Story County Conservation. Below is information 
on the program: 
Master Conservationists are individuals that share an interest in the sustainability of Iowa's 
natural resources, and in becoming better stewards of Iowa's resources. This program alone will 
not make a person a "master", but this course is the first step in a journey. In order for individuals 
to make informed, intelligent decisions, they need to have accurate information. Master 
Conservationists are given the information necessary to make lifestyle changes that contribute to 
sustainability. 
To become a Master Conservationist you need to: 
 • have an interest in conservation and environmental issues and  
 concerns, • attend approximately 32 hours of hands-on training  
 sessions, • provide 32 hours of volunteer efforts, and • have a  
 willingness to learn and share ideas with others. 
By participating in the course, you will acquire the tools necessary  
to make choices about how to lead a life that contributes to  
sustainability. The 32 hours of hands-on training sessions provide  
 information on Iowa's: 
• physical environment, 
• ecological principles and techniques, • wildlife diversity, •  
woodlands, • prairies and grasslands, • wetlands and waterways, •  
sustainable agriculture and land use, and • energy use and waste  
reduction. 
 
In the News 

1. On January 4, Scott 
Evan’s Moonlight 
Paddle event got the 
attention of the local 
media.  Diane Lowry 
took this picture from 
her boat.  She sent it in 
to WHO TV and Ed 
Wilson showed it at 
both 6 and 10 as an 
example of the 
temperate beginning of 
the year.  He 
commented “yes, these 
people are kayaking!” 
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2. Let’s hear it for Nate Hoogeveen, River Programs Coordinator for the Iowa DNR.  He 
made the “Forty Under 40” in the Des Moines Business Record.   

3. (contribution by John Pearson) There's a great article by Mike Kilen about Project 
AWARE in the February 4 Des Moines Register entitled "Iowans cleaned a river and 
began a movement" (front page of Opinion section). Among the people mentioned in the 
article are KJ Robarcak, Don Probst, and Brian Soenen. There's also a photo/map 
mosaic containing images of other paddlers that many of you will recognize. 

 
Gerry Rowland Wins! by Nate Hoogeveen 
I'm quite excited to make the paddling community aware that our compatriot Gerry Rowland -- the 
father of Iowa's water trails movement-- will be awarded the Trail Worker Award by American 
Trails. This award is for his outstanding contributions to support development of water trails, 
particularly the Des Moines River Water Trail currently under development. 
 
Gerry was the first water trails member on the Federal Recreational Trails grant committee and 
had the vision to imagine the Des Moines River -- the state's longest river -- as a statewide 
gateway to recreation for canoeists and kayakers. Most recently, Gerry could be seen with a 
shovel and a camera at the Boone Waterworks Dam portage trail work day. 
 
Please join me in thanking Gerry for his vision and his leadership when you see him on the river 
or at www.desmoinesriver.org. 
 

Your help is needed to protect Iowa rivers and streams 
From the Sierra Club, Iowa Chapter and CIP: 
 
The timing is right for a public outreach campaign in support of the recreational uses made of 
Iowa's rivers and streams. In 2005, the Iowa Chapter was instrumental in getting state water 
quality standards re-written to presumptively protect all perennial and perennial-pooled rivers and 
streams for recreation and aquatic life. 
 
The Chapter now faces the challenge of ensuring that the rules are implemented properly. The 
State has mandated that all affected streams must be formally assessed before the additional 
protections will actually be used in calculating wastewater discharge permit limits. The  
Use Attainability Assessment process can be heavily influenced by public input describing 
specific personal uses of the water resources. The results of this survey will help determine the 
level of pollution protection that streams and rivers will receive. The first round of 200 stream 
assessments and recommended designations will be acted upon during the spring and summer 
of 2007. We must act NOW. 
 
Please fill out a survey included in this Newsletter (paper only) for each river or stream you use. 
Return the forms to: 
 

Central Iowa Paddlers 
P. O. Box 17 

Des Moines, IA 50301-0017 

The Wapsipinicon Water Trail? by Chuck Jacobsen, Interpretive Naturalist Clinton County 
Conservation 

Clinton County’s largest remaining natural resource is the Wapsipinicon River. The river enters 
through our western boarder and becomes the dividing line between Clinton and Scott Counties. 
It contains our greatest remaining tracts of wildlife habitat and undeveloped lands. These lands 
range from marshes, to limestone bluffs and prairies that slope down to a river's edge. The Wapsi 
has huge sand beaches, bars and islands that all qualify as public domain. People enjoy water 
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and this is one of our areas best places for many types of recreation, including wildlife viewing, 
fishing, canoeing, kayaking, and tubing. 

But how does the public access this resource? Development of a water trail would treat accesses 
as trailheads making the river a trail. The "trail," or waterway itself, is a natural resource that 
doesn't require construction. Its last bastions of wild places surround Iowa water trails, and 
development, if any should be confined to low-impact recreation and construction. So there it is 
waiting to be used, but how do we promote/develop the use of it?  

The Iowa Legislature annually appropriates funds under the state Marine Fuel Tax fund. The Iowa 
DNR Conservation and Recreation Bureau targets an annual total of up to $50,000 of this to 
implement a water trail program. These funds are available to local governments (city, county, 
school) and service organizations to create water trails in Iowa. The program can provide both 
financial assistance (matching, study, and limited amounts of construction funds) and technical 
assistance to adapt water trails to local waterways. Once complete the water trails will become 
part of a statewide system.  

A water trail is defined as an on-water point-to-point travel system. On a river or stream, this 
usually means downstream travel. Water trails should also include way-finding signage; along 
highways indicating access points, on bridges visible from the waterway, warning signs for 
hazards, signs indicating distance to next access, water trail signs at each access and kiosks with 
maps. They also include campsites or dispersed camping easily accessible from the waterway, 
either in remote locations or at parks and restroom facilities spaced reasonable distances apart. 
The Iowa DNR Water Trails Program is in the process of developing a comprehensive web-based 
resource with maps and details of each water trail in Iowa. Outdoor activities can then be easily 
planned that would bring local peoples as well as visitors to our river and its surrounding 
communities.  

Applications will be reviewed on a 100-point scoring system. Scoring committee members will 
take into account overall benefit to the state’s water trails system, qualifications of applicant, 
soundness of plan, and perceived likelihood of success described in the narrative.  

1. Will this trail use the statewide water trail signage system? (10 points)  
2. How will this project enhance water safety on the trail’s waterway? (10 points)  
3. Describe your water resource and how your water trail will be attractive to people. (15 

points)  
4. How does your water trail project correspond with conservation efforts; watershed 

improvement, conservation improvements, trash clean-ups, greenbelt enhancement, 
scenic view protection, and water quality monitoring? (15 points)  

5. Detail why funds from this program are needed, and how funds might be used to 
leverage local, federal, and any other funds. Projects with local funds secured receive 
priority. (15 points)  

6. How will environmental impacts be taken into account in design and construction of 
accesses? How will size of the waterway be considered relative to size of the access? 
(10 points)  

7. How has local support been sought and demonstrated? Will you involve volunteers in this 
project? How will this water trail project benefit your community? (10 points)  

8. Describe a maintenance plan and list authority(ies) to be responsible for water trail 
maintenance and operation. Projects with a planned approach to maintenance over the 
coming decades will receive higher priority. (10 points)  

9. Does your project area have other types of existing trails (i.e., biking or hiking)? Describe 
planned connections (linkages) between different types of trail systems. (5 points)  

If you or your group is interested in supporting a water trail here in Clinton County please contact 
us at 563-847-7202 or write our naturalist Chuck Jacobsen a cjacobsen@clinotncountyiowa.com. 
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Paddling Library continues as a valuable resource 
 
The Paddling Library is a 
great success.  We all 
appreciate what John Wenck 
has done to give us instant 
access to resources that are 
sometimes hard to find or 
downright unavailable.  Here’s 
how to access the library: 

 
 
For Sale 
Dagger Vesper kayak and paddle for $75; good condition. 
Great for someone starting out 
Call Robin @515-277-1763 

PADDLING SAFETY 

Paddling in Fog by Steve Parrish 
 
There are many ways to get in trouble while paddling, and paddling in fog is high among them.  
The best way to avoid the dangers of fog is to not go out in it in the first place.  As one wag put it, 
“use your weather radio to be your whether radio.”  If you see fog when you get up or it’s 
predicted to roll in, the best advice is to work on your diary or otherwise engage in land based 
activities.  Fog is dangerous whether paddling oceans, lakes or rivers.  Obviously, with oceans 
and lakes the risk is being blinded by the fog and paddling away from shore into open waters and 
sea lanes.  But rivers pose threats as well.  Fog can mask approaching rapids, strainers and 
other boats.  A hidden threat of fog that is not realized until it is experienced is the risk of 
disorientation and even seasickness.  Fog has an uncanny ability to mess up one’s perception.  
Close seems far; far seems near, and the horizon is invisible.  These conditions have led 
otherwise safe boaters into making bad decisions, and sometimes being incapacitated by 
nausea.   
 
If you end up in foggy conditions, there are ways to stay safe.  In no particular order, here are 
some ideas: 

1. Keep shore in sight.  If shore is visible, keep it visible even if it means not maintaining a 
straight line to your destination.  Seeing shore to your side helps you judge distances and 
gives you a feel for the horizon.   

2. Use your compass.  If conditions are at all foggy, take a bearing and stick with it.  This is 
the time to use the navigation tricks the books tell you about that you normally ignore.  
Consider a tactical crossing (instead of ferrying), where you paddle up shore and then 
paddle across to your destination, letting the drift bring you back down.  Use the aiming 
off technique, where you intentionally miss your target, erring to the shore side of your 
target.  If you miss because of the fog, it just puts you down shore from your target 
instead of out in open water.   

3. Use your GPS.  Although this god send of a technology tool should never be your only 
backup, it can save your life in the fog.  Before you put in, mark your waypoint, or, if 
you’re aiming for a destination, input those coordinates.  If you get disoriented by the fog, 
just like an airplane pilot you should trust your instruments.  Let your GPS point the way 
while you look for water hazards and other boats.  I was recently paddling in fog, and I 
found that using my GPS’s trip computer for marking distance was another way to make 

Go to www.paddlelibrary.org and click "enter library," 
read the rules and click "go to library".  Once you find 
a resource you want to borrow, click on "borrow from 
library" and it will bring up an email format to John’s 
email address.  The subject reads "I want to borrow 
an item from the library".  Type in what you want to 
borrow and then John will get back to you with the 
cost for shipping, usually around $1.50 media rate.  
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sure I didn’t confuse my takeout.  I went up a jagged shoreline for three miles, turned 
around and used my GPS to judge which of many points was my takeout.   

4. Wear your polarized sunglasses.  I’m not sure why, but I’ve found that good sunglasses 
give you far more definition in fog than does the naked eye.   

 
A Smart Start for Paddling Safety by Dick Howard 
The last time I registered a canoe, I found a Pamphlet titled: "A SMART START FOR SAFE 
PADDLING" at the county recorder’s office.  It was distributed by the DNR and has their logo on 
it. It has a lot of good info!  
 
Interesting Find on Blackhawk Creek posted on the PaddlingIowa.com forum - 
http://www.paddlingiowa.com/phpBB/viewtopic.php?t=1229 
 
Five willing boaters were traveling down Blackhawk Creek today and one of the missions was to 
free a mostly submerged canoe from an eddy deadfall.  That took chainsaws and a group effort to 
remove it, but now for the rest of the story. 
 
As the Old Town Poly canoe was pulled out and inspected, we not only found a set of keys (on a 
cam strap no less), but a $150 Lotus rescue PFD with prussicks, tubular webbing, Fox 40 whistle, 
and multiple carabineers stored inside it and another carabineer holding the rescue vest to the 
thwart. The canoe had registration good until 2007, but not that many folks paddle Blackhawk and 
despite the Herculean efforts of Blackhawk county paddlers to open up the deadfalls and 
strainers, it can be navigated until the next hard rain. I paddled the boat back to the put in and 
hitched a ride back to the extraction site and we finished our float. Upon calling the phone number 
written inside the vest, we came to a dead end. Barely making out the last name on the other 
side, we tried it and found the owner of the canoe and the story behind it all. 
 
Since there aren't many folks in Blackhawk county (or the state of Iowa) that own rescue PFDs 
(to my knowledge), the plan was to post this story and promise to give the canoe back if the 
rightful owner would come forward publicly and explain why their rescue PFD was clipped to the 
boat and not worn. Since we found the rightful owner, we'll let him settle it himself and if he 
chooses to come forward, so be it. For what it's worth, the canoe had been there since last fall; 
well hidden from the upstream side and barely recognizable from the downstream side. 
 
I guess it is one thing to excuse ignorant users of canoes for not having their PFDs on their 
bodies, but to find rescue equipment attached to a boat instead of being worn, that displays a 
much higher level of stupid in my mind. In addition, there were 3 paddlers in a 14 or 15 foot canoe 
and that spells disaster regardless of the water level or river hazards.  There were apparently 2 
inexperienced paddlers and once the canoe capsized, they were swept into a strainer and the 
third paddler rightly went to save the people and they lost the canoe. At least the rescue priority 
was in order and as a result, nobody died. We're leaving names out of this intentionally. I believe 
the canoe will be in the rightful owner's possession by sometime tomorrow. 
 

TRIP REPORTS 
  
Another Year Begins by Steve Parrish 
  
In classic CIP style, two paddling events took place on New Years Day.  The 5

th
 Annual News 

Years Day Float was yet again held below the Saylorville Dam.  The cool weather and 
invigorating winds made it a challenging day, especially with the Corps releasing water from the 
dam at a healthy clip.  Of the 18 boats that put in, only about half of them made it through the 
chute that leads to the open waters below the spillway.   
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Still, there were no spills and a lot of fun.   And, 
the Ames contingent was able to come down with 
their boats … and food.   
�Picture on Des Moines River by Diane Lowry  
 
A second New Years Day event took place as the 
Red Rock Armada held a float down on the big 
lake.  The editor of this Newsletter has allegedly 
forgiven the Admiral of the Armada for holding a 
competing event!  The bottom line is that a large 
contingent of paddlers made sure we started the 
year in style. Happy New Year!  

 
 
Bizarre Eagle Rescue by John Pearson 
 
On Saturday, January 6, I was kayaking on Red Rock Lake with friends Brian Lange and Scott 
Evans of Knoxville. It was an unusually mild, sunny, and beautiful day. After we passed the Elk 
Rock Cliffs and as we were nearing the Elk Rock State Park ranger station, we spotted what 
seemed to be a bald eagle perched in a tree atop a low bluff. But as we drew closer, it did not 
flush. When we finally got to the shoreline beneath the bird, we realized in shock that it was 
hanging upside-down from a limb, dangling by one leg. Only the sudden movement of its head as 
it oriented to us showed us that it was alive.  
 
We disembarked and walked closer to inspect this bizarre scene. It was too high up in the tree to 
see what was binding it to the limb, but our first suspicion was that it had become ensnared with a 
piece of fishing line. I had brought my cell phone with me and luckily I got a strong signal. I 
happened to have the printed phone number of the Red Rock office of the Army Corps in my 
waterproof phone case, so I called it and reached a secretary. I told her the story and asked her 
to contact the DNR conservation officer. Given the location of the bird high in a tree branch 
hanging over a cliff, I did not know what we could possibly expect do except maybe perform a 
mercy killing with a rifle.  
 
While I waited on site (walking downshore aways to keep from distressing the bird), Brian and 
Scott paddled the remaining quarter-mile to the Elk Rock ranger station. There they met CO 
Jason Sandholdt and four others from the Army Corps. Brian and Scott gave directions to the 
eagle's location and paddled back. We met Jason and the others in the woods a few minutes 
later, where they arrived via a horse trail. They came with a pair of guns, so they (like us) seemed 
to have anticipated that a mercy killing was probably needed.  
 
We marched over to the tree and spent several minutes peering up at the bird through binoculars. 
There appeared to be no fishing line snaring the bird after all. Its front talon on one leg seemed to 
be inserted into a knothole on top of the limb and was now jammed in place with the bird's own 
hanging weight. The eagle must have landed on the top of the limb, inadvertently gripping it with 
one talon inside the knothole and then lost its balance, toppled off, and become trapped. Its leg 
was draped over the branch in what must have been an incredibly stressed and painful position.  
 
Ideas involving ladders, ropes, hooks, and saws were discussed but quickly discarded due to 
impracticality and danger to rescuers (and to the eagle as well). Grim triage scenarios of 
amputating the stuck talon with a gunshot were being reluctantly considered (with the "best" 
outcome being a crippled bird living the rest of its life in a rehab facility) when the discussion 
turned toward nicking the knot holding the bird's talon with a well-placed gunshot. Maybe that 
would free the trapped talon?  
 
A small tree was bent aside to give Jason a clear shot at the target branch high above. That knot 
looked awfully small to my naked eye. Jason steadied his rifle against a tree trunk and took 
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careful aim- POW! ... the bird suddenly dropped from the branch and an instant later spread its 
huge wings and swooped out over the lake! As we all watched, amazed, the eagle flew swiftly 
down the bluffline and disappeared beyond a distant headland. None of us could quite believe our 
eyes.  
 
Wow, now that's what I call sharpshooting!  
 
After the eagle was gone, we celebrated our success, tempered with the knowledge that the 
bird's traumatized leg would challenge its survival, but we felt we had done the only and best 
thing possible by enabling its release from a certain death on the tree. Kudos especially to Jason 
Sandholdt for taking a nervy shot that saved the day!  

 
 

Everglades (Gulf of Mexico) January Paddle by Steve Parrish; photographs © Jim Grace 
 
The 10.000 Island region is on the western edge of the Florida Everglades and is accessed 
through Everglades City.  This year we had an experienced group paddling the islands.  
Sponsored by Jeff and Casey at Canoe Sport Outfitters, 6 of us put in on a Monday morning, 
returning Friday afternoon. Also joining were Bob Johansen (Ankeny), James Keyes 
(Omaha), and Jim Grace (Missouri).  For the trip we had moderately warm temperatures and 
enthusiastic winds, the winds only serving to enhance the experience.  Our Monday paddle 
out from Everglades City was warm, calm and uneventful.  With both GPSs and experience 
on our side, we easily navigated our way through two passes and on out to Pavilion Key, an 
11 ½ mile paddle.   
 
Our trip would show yet another side of this outmost key in the 10,000 Island chain.  Monday 
night the winds freshened and shifted from south to north and the night became a downright tent 
pole bender.  It was a long night for me. When returning to my tent to go to bed, I saw the zipper 
was open a few inches and there was sand in my tent. The raccoons had once again raided my 
tent.  Missing was a bag containing my cell phone, my toiletries, a Power Bar, and, alas, my 
wallet.  I spent the rest of that windy night fretting over how I would deal with the loss of my phone 
and wallet.  At first light, I walked out into some grasses about 100 feet from my tent and there in 
the grass was my bag!  All but the Power Bar was there, and I was fairly confident the raccoons 
had neither maxed out my credit cards nor used up my cell phone minutes. 
  
The winds didn’t inhibit our ability to paddle the next day.  Since Tuesday was to be our shortest 
distance day, the morning started slow as we waited for the tide to come in.   It gave us a chance 

to hike the eastern shore of Pavilion, finding a treasure 
trove of pristine shells.  Pavilion is a world on to its own.  
In addition to the multitude of birds, from raptors like 
Osprey to scavengers like Plovers, the morning low tide 
exposed us to a world of living flotsam. Crabs and 
sponges littered the tide pools while unidentifiable globs 
of organic matter served as breakfast for birds and 
raccoons.   
 
We finally put in late Tuesday morning, paddling 4 ½  
miles to Mormon Key.  The winds were strong, so we had 
to set up camp father into the Key then we wanted, and 
we had to guy our tents to the kayaks and any available 
bushes.  A leisurely meal, a blazing fire, and good 
conversation followed that evening.  We were joined at 
the fire by some paddlers who were temporarily waylaid 
on the island because one of their members was sick.  
We were also joined by a National Park Service boat, 
checking our permits.   
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When we woke it was cold and windy, but the paddle to Hog (part of the mainland, south of the 
10,000 Islands) turned out to be fairly smooth.  We paddled past New Turkey Key, a hurricane 
ravaged spit of land that we had camped on last year.  It still looked like a weather worn salty 
piece of land, barely fit for raccoons.  As we paddled, the overcast, cool weather provided 
excellent below water viewing.  I saw a ray, others saw a sea turtle, and, near the end, we were 
all treated to a dolphin show.  The dolphins must have made a coordinated roundup of fish in a 
shallow pool offshore.  There were flying fins and close quarters splashing in the shallows; fun for 
us to watch; not much fun for the prey.   
 
Hog is a not the most pleasant of campsites.  It has a lot of deadfall up beach and is largely 
impassible inland.  And, shortly after landing, the sand fleas started biting.  We quickly opted to 
cook and eat at the shoreline.  By this time in the trip, we had all had enough exercise and time in 
camp.  All reported sleeping long and deep.   
 
The morning was clear and we paddled in 1 foot back quartering waves.  The 4 miles to a 
sandbar was an easy, breezy joy, but the 8 mile open crossing from the sandbar over to Pavilion 
wasn’t so easy.  The sustained 2 to 4 foot quartering winds didn’t swell, but they were choppy and 
confused, and our right sides 
were being drenched.  I stuck 
with James and Bob while 
Casey and Jim were behind 
us, paddling slower, but 
fighting the good fight.  And 
Jeff took point out south, 
wisely checking to make sure 
we didn’t drift out to sea while 
punching through the waves.    
We had paddled over 12 
miles, much of it bumpy, with 
only a short break.  The 
afternoon was spent 
gathering firewood and taking 
pictures.  The picture taking 
was different this year.  With a 
professional photographer in 
our midst, we were all in awe of Jim Grace’s talents.  Earlier in the day, I watched him in his 
kayak approach an osprey with a fish in its talons.  The bird was perched on a mangrove branch 
protruding above the water in low tide.  My shot of him taking his picture was just a photo; his 
picture of the bird was surely the future cover of an outdoor magazine.   
 
The next morning, during our paddling we were entertained by a family of dolphins who came to 
perform for us.  The two adults and a baby were clearly curious, as they popped up and danced 
around our boats.  They would sidle up and check us out, then suddenly disappear.  About the 
time we thought the show was over, they would pop up on the other side of our boats and repeat 
the inspection.  Finally, the stirred up waves forced us to pay attention to our paddling and, after a 
short break on Pie Island, we blasted across open water and worked our way into Rabbit Key 
Pass.   
 
Eventually we found our way to Chokoloskee and worked through the shallows into the Bay.  
What a great high to land at the busy takeout at the Park Headquarters, knowing that other 
paddlers there were sizing us up and judging us to be pros.  We didn’t have to say much; our 
bedraggled looks, dirty boats, and almost audible stench said “don’t mess with us; we’ve been 
paddling the Gulf!”   
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Central Iowa Paddlers Membership 

DUES:   $10 per year 

Includes emails, Newsletters … 
And Fellowship! 
 
Membership, Dues, Emails for CIP list Newsletter, Information, Questions  

Lynn Aldridge     Steve Parrish 
laldridg@uhl.uiowa.edu                 sbparrish@mchsi.com 
(641) 363-4451                             5138 Robertson Dr 
Central Iowa Paddlers     Des Moines, IA 50312 

P.O Box 17      515-284-6910 

Des Moines, IA 50301-0017 
       

Send: Dues, email announcements                         Send: Articles,  pictures .      

   


